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Chapter 221: Underworld Dragon Breaks Through to Demon King, the Battle for Crown Prince Begins 

 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Die had already spent half a day polishing the Blood Na Dan. 

 

Of course, time was not wasted. 

 

Under this meticulous polishing, the Blood Na Pill gradually emitted a pill fragrance. 

 

Smelling the fragrance, Chen Yang and the others were delighted. Everyone understood that when the 

pill fragrance was revealed, it meant that the pill was about to be refined successfully. 

 

However, no one made a sound. If they disturbed Chen Die at this time and caused all their previous 

efforts to be wasted, they would become the sinner of the Chen family. 

 

Bang! 

 

Suddenly, Chen Die slapped the alchemy furnace and opened the lid. A stream of pills shot out from the 

alchemy furnace like a stream of light. 

 

Seeing this, Chen Die leaped forward and grabbed the round pill. Then, she wiped off the black stains on 

her face and walked in front of Yang Chen with a smile, opening her right hand. 

 

“Patriarch, I’ve successfully refined the Blood Na Pill.” 

 

Looking at the Blood Na Pill in Chen Die’s hand, Yang Chen could not hide the smile on his face. He said 

with excitement,””Good! Good! Good!” 

 

“If that’s the case, then we don’t have to worry about the potential of our Chen family members.” 

 



A smile appeared on the faces of the group of elders. They were the ones who benefited the most from 

Chen Die’s ability to refine the Blood Absorption Pill. 

 

According to the contribution points, other than Chen Yang, Chen Shou, and Chen Die, they had the 

most elders. 

 

Even Patriarch Chen Tao couldn’t compare to these elders in terms of contribution points. 

 

“Right, sixth sister, now that you’ve successfully refined the Blood Na Pill, let’s hurry to the ruins. I’m 

very curious right now, is this alchemist inheritance of yours the most precious inheritance in the first 

circle?” 

 

If it was the most precious inheritance, it meant that Chen Die could also obtain a jade pendant. 

 

At the same time, he could also know in advance about the most precious alchemist inheritance in the 

second circle of inheritance. 

 

Chen Die heard this and nodded gently.” Alright, I’ll do as you say.”” 

 

Immediately, after letting the Great Elder handle the clan’s matters, Chen Yang rode the Hell Earth 

Dragon and brought Chen Die to the ruins. 

 

Inside the Grotto-heaven. 

 

After sending Chen Die to the assessment courtyard, Yang Chen sat cross-legged and closed his eyes to 

rest, waiting for the results of the assessment. 

 

On the dome, the giant moth opened its eyes, and a hint of doubt appeared in its beast eyes. 

 

Did this guy not have any enemies? 

 



Damn it, he had chosen a good old man. If it was that kind of existence that could anger the heavens 

and the earth, he would have needed his help long ago. 

 

At that time, after the 200-year deadline, this inheritance would definitely be publicized. Then, he could 

not leave quickly. 

 

Unlike now, the day of leaving was still far away. 

 

Sensing a dangerous aura, Yang Chen suddenly opened his eyes and followed the aura to look at the 

ceiling. Then, he smiled. 

 

When the giant moth saw this, it was furious.” You still have the face to laugh? The inheritance speed is 

so slow. Can you still receive all the inheritances here in your lifetime?” 

 

“Senior, don’t worry. 1 value my life very much. I’ll definitely be able to watch as the inheritance here is 

excavated by my Chen family.” 

 

“Also, there’s no need to worry, Senior. My Chen Clan is no longer the same as before. We can develop 

the inheritance without restraint. 1 estimate that within a thousand years, I will be able to receive all the 

inheritance here.” 

 

“At that time, you can go out.”Yang Chen smiled. 

 

Hearing this, the giant moth took a deep breath, and its wings could not help but tremble. 

 

A thousand years is nothing. It’s just a thousand years. I can afford to wait. 

 

If you waited for me to go out and try to find a way out, I would definitely flap my wings accidentally, 

and then I would lose control of myself and fall from the sky. 

 

Wait a minute! 

 



According to this kid’s cautious style, when he finished developing all the inheritances, would the 

strength of the family be on par with the Yang Gate? 

 

Even if his family’s strength could not compare to the Yang Gate, this child’s cultivation was definitely on 

par with Old Man Li’s. 

 

At that time, I’m afraid I won’t be able to defeat him. 

 

Hiss! 

 

The giant moth took a deep breath and glanced at Yang Chen kindly.” There’s no rush. Take it slow. 1 

can wait a thousand years.”” 

 

The giant moth pondered for a moment. Wasn’t it just a thousand years? It could just take a nap. If it 

really couldn’t, it could take a few more. 

 

This was because it would be embarrassing to target the inheritor of Old Li. After all, they were friends. 

 

Hearing the giant moth’s words, Yang Chen looked at the giant moth in confusion. What happened? Did 

the giant moth change its nature? 

 

Forget it, what does this have to do with me? 

 

Time passed bit by bit. Not long after, Chen Die walked out of the courtyard of the Alchemist 

Inheritance. 

 

Yang Chen saw this and quickly went up to her.” Sister Six, how is it?” 

 

“Fortunately, I have successfully passed the test and received all the inheritances of the alchemists 

here.”Chen Die smiled. 

 



“Then Sixth Sister, did you get a jade pendant? Did the mechanical female voice tell you that your 

inheritance is the most difficult inheritance on the first level?”Yang Chen asked. 

 

“Jade pendant? The hardest inheritance?” Chen Die shook her head,” No, 1 didn’t get any jade pendant 

after 1 passed.” 

 

Hearing this, Chen Yang frowned. Even the Blood Na Dan was not the most precious inheritance. Could it 

be that there was an even more precious inheritance on the first level? 

 

Yang Chen immediately told Chen Die about the most precious inheritance and said,””It seems that I 

have to be careful when accepting this Alchemist’s inheritance.” 

 

“If we encounter the most difficult inheritance, I’m afraid we’ll destroy the clansmen who receive it.” 

 

When Chen Die heard this, she also nodded.” The Blood Na Pill is already so difficult to master. I really 

can’t imagine how difficult the test of the most precious inheritance is.” 

 

Hearing that Yang Chen was going to slow down the pace of receiving the inheritance, the giant moth 

quickly widened its eyes, and a bell-like voice entered their minds.. 
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“What kind of power do you think the Yang Sect is? No matter what inheritance it was, there was always 

the highest level inheritance?” 

 

“If the Yang Gate was really that powerful, it wouldn’t have been destroyed back then.” 

 

Hearing this, Chen Yang looked at the giant moth on the dome and asked,””Senior, you mean that there 

is no such thing as the highest level of inheritance in the Alchemist Legacy?” 



 

“That’s right.” The giant moth explained,”There are a total of three supreme inheritances like your 

beastmaster in the entire Yang Sect.” 

 

“They are respectively martial arts, beast taming, and array formations. Alchemy inheritance is not 

among them.” 

 

“Although I don’t know much about the first circle of legacies, 1 know about the Blood Na Pill. This is the 

most famous existence among the low-grade medicinal pills.” 

 

“Thinking about it, there isn’t anything more difficult than this inheritance. 

 

You guys can develop it, there’s no need to worry.” 

 

Hearing the giant moth’s explanation, Yang Chen heaved a sigh of relief. He then cupped his hands and 

bowed to the giant moth.” Yang, thank you for your guidance.”” 

 

“No need to thank me. Just hurry up and accept the inheritance.”The giant moth said helplessly. 

 

Immediately, Yang Chen left the remains with Die Chen. On the way, Yang Chen kept thinking about 

what happened in the remains. 

 

In the first round of assessment, Array Masters had the least number of inheritances. However, 

according to Giant Moth, Array Masters were one of the top three inheritances of Yang Sect. 

 

This made Yang Chen very curious as to why there were so few array formation inheritances in the first 

circle. 

 

Could it be that the array masters of the Yang Sect focused on quality and not quantity? 

 

After thinking about it, this was the only explanation. 



 

“Looks like 1 can’t blindly accept the array master’s inheritance. 1 still have to let Honored Guest Ling 

train more. Only when I’m fully confident can I accept the inheritance.”Yang Chen sighed. 

 

After returning to the Chen family, Yang Chen began to train alchemists. 

 

With the inheritance that Chen Die had obtained from the Yang Gate, the Chen Family could now 

systematically train alchemists. 

 

At the same time, he asked Chen Die to teach the clansmen who had potential alchemists in the clan, so 

that they could quickly become a ninth-grade alchemist and receive the inheritance. 

 

Logically speaking, an apprentice apothecary should be able to accept the inheritance. 

 

However, Yang Chen didn’t think that there was anything urgent that the Chen Family needed an 

Alchemist. Why not play it safe and wait until he was more confident before accepting the inheritance? 

Wouldn’t that be good? 

 

Just like that, the Chen Family continued to develop in an orderly manner until the 550th year of Da 

Qian. 

 

From the middle of the 548th year to the beginning of the 551st year, only two and a half years had 

passed. 

 

In the past two and a half years, nothing major had happened to the Chen family. The only major thing 

that could be considered a major event was that the energy of the Dao Integration Pearl had a new 

breakthrough. 

 

After ten years of accumulation, the energy of the Dao bead was finally released. At the beginning of the 

year, the energy of the Great Gan had officially broken through 40,000 points. 

 

At this point, the Dao Integration Pearl could already push the late-stage Demon Venerable Underworld 

Dragon to the Demon King realm. 



 

Of course, Yang Chen was not in a hurry to do so. 

 

The commotion caused by breaking through to the Daemon King realm was not small. The Chen family 

did not need to show their strength at the moment, so they naturally had to choose a quiet place to 

secretly break through to the Daemon King realm. 

 

As for Da Qian, nothing major happened. 

 

The only thing that was considered a big deal was the Great Gan King changing the year title of Great 

Gan to Qiyuan. 

 

At this point, the Great Qian calendar became history. The 552nd year of the Great Qian was also known 

as the first year of Qi Yuan. 

 

This was the tradition of Da Qian. Every year, after 551 years, they would change the year title. 

 

The reason for this was to commemorate an ancestor of the Zhou family. 

 

Back then, the Zhou family was in a life-and-death situation, and the enemy had attacked their doorstep. 

The first Zifu Disciple of the Zhou Clan chose to fight to the death and successfully perish with the 

enemy. 

 

And that Zifu Disciple had died at the age of 551. 

 

Therefore, the year title of Da Qian was 551 years. As for why the year was called Da Qian, it was to 

commemorate the 2,000 years since Da Qian was founded. 

 

Now that the memorial was over, it was time to use the normal year name. 

 

In the first year of Qiyuan, Jiang Prefecture, Chen Clan, in the meeting hall. 



 

Yang Chen looked at Chen Ying and said,””Shadow Guest, have you done what I asked?” 

 

“Clan Head, after the Piercing Guard’s investigation, we found a quiet place.” 

 

“Although that place is within the 5000-mile range of the Endless Mountain Range, due to the lack of 

resources, there are very few demon beasts within 200 miles.” 

 

Hearing this, Yang Chen smiled and nodded.” You did a good job. You may leave.”” 

 

When Chen Ying heard this, he retreated as if he had been relieved of a heavy burden. 

 

After leaving, Chen Ying wiped the sweat off his forehead. The head of the family was getting more and 

more terrifying… 

 

Thinking about Yang Chen’s cultivation history, Chen Ying sighed. Back then, Yang Chen was only a 

Meridian Unsealing realm martial artist, while he was a half-step Core Formation realm martial artist. 

 

He was now at the peak of the first level of the Core Formation Realm, but he couldn’t see through Chen 

Yang’s cultivation. 

 

In the meeting hall, Yang Chen looked at the map on the table and pointed at the place that Chen Ying 

had discovered.” This is it.”” 

 

After accumulating 40,000 energy points, Yang Chen had been looking for a place where he could 

secretly break through. 

 

After the Piercing Guard’s search, Yang Chen finally found this location. 

 

Immediately, Yang Chen rode the Underworld Dragon in the direction of the Endless Mountains 

according to the map. 



 

For a Demon Venerable Earth Dragon, it would take a full five days to fly a distance of five thousand 

miles. 

 

In addition, he had to worry about the demon beasts in the Endless Mountain Range. By the time he 

arrived at the target location, it was already seven days later.. 
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After commanding the Underworld Dragon to land, Yang Chen looked around and nodded in 

satisfaction.” Not bad, the environment here is indeed quieter.”” 

 

Immediately, Yang Chen opened his right hand. The Dao Integration Pearl flickered with golden light and 

slowly appeared in his right hand. 

 

Looking at the Dao Integration Pearl, the Underworld Dragon’s dragon eyes were filled with desire. The 

Underworld Dragon could still clearly remember that it was because of this Dao Integration Pearl that it 

was able to break through to the Demon Venerable realm. 

 

Now that the Dao Integration Pearl had appeared again, did that not mean that it could break through 

to the Demon King realm? 

 

As expected, Yang Chen laughed and said,””Underworld dragon, you’re about to break through to the 

demon king realm. Are you ready?” 

 

When the Underworld Dragon heard this, it quickly nodded its head. 

 

Seeing this, Chen Yang gave the order,” Dao Integration Pearl, raise the Earth Dragon’s cultivation level 

to Demon King.” 



 

As soon as he finished speaking, the Dao Integration Pearl emitted a dazzling golden light. 

 

Immediately after, a terrifying and pure energy surged out of the Dao Integration Pearl and surged into 

the Underworld Dragon’s body along with the golden light. 

 

“Roar!” 

 

As the energy entered his body, the Underworld Dragon instantly felt a bone-piercing pain. 

 

With a painful roar, the Underworld Dragon endured the pain and crawled on the ground, accepting the 

increase in energy. 

 

As time passed, the Underworld Dragon’s aura became stronger and stronger. 

 

In the end, after two hours, the Underworld Dragon let out another dragon roar. 

 

“Roar!” 

 

Accompanied by the dragon’s roar, the Underworld Dragon’s cultivation officially broke through the 

Demon Venerable barrier and successfully advanced to the Demon King realm! 

 

Terrifying auras spread out in all directions, forming tornadoes that scattered in all directions. 

 

For a moment, the area within a hundred miles was filled with this terrifying aura. Some of the Tier 1 

demon beasts that were staying here could not help but prostrate on the ground. 

 

Sensing this terrifying aura, these demon beasts trembled as they looked at the origin of the aura. The 

instinct that originated from their bloodline told them that a new king had appeared! 

 



“Roar!” 

 

After letting out another dragon roar, the Underworld Dragon circled in the air excitedly until Yang Chen 

switched positions before landing. 

 

Sensing the terrifying aura of the Underworld Dragon, Yang Chen smiled and nodded.” It’s not easy. I’ve 

finally reached the Monster King level.”” 

 

The Underworld Dragon nodded. It was indeed not easy. It had been painful for two hours. 

 

Seeing that the Underworld Dragon had successfully broken through, Yang Chen didn’t waste any time 

and rode the Underworld Dragon back to the Chen family. 

 

After the Hell Earthwyrm broke through to become a Demon King, his speed had also increased 

significantly. He successfully arrived at the Chen family in a day after traveling 5,000 miles. 

 

After putting away the Underworld Dragon, Yang Chen stretched lazily and then rushed to his courtyard. 

 

When Yang Chen returned to his own courtyard, he found that the Great Elder was in his own courtyard. 

 

“Great Elder, it’s already dark. What are you doing here?” Yang Chen asked.” 

 

When Chen Xuan saw Chen Yang coming over, he revealed a relieved smile.” Master, you’re finally 

back.”” 

 

“Why? Did something happen?” Yang Chen asked. 

 

“Sect Master Wang Shuo came to our house three days ago. It seems like he has something urgent to 

discuss with you. He has been waiting for you in the reception hall.”Chen Xuan explained. 

 

Hearing this, Yang Chen quickly went to the reception hall. 



 

In the hall, Wang Shuo was sipping tea. When Yang Chen saw this, he quickly said,”I’m very sorry for 

making Sect Master Wang wait for so long.”” 

 

Wang Shuo put down his teacup and stood up.””It’s fine, it’s fine. Brother Chen is busy. It’s fine if 1 wait 

a little longer.” 

 

Yang Chen returned to his seat and asked,””Sect Master Wang has been waiting for me in the reception 

hall.” 

 

When Wang Shuo heard this, he nodded with a serious expression.” Brother Chen, do you know about 

the battle for the crown prince?” 

 

The Crown Prince’s battle? Yang Chen frowned and then asked,”What? The King is going to choose an 

heir?”” 

 

“That’s right.” Wang Shuo nodded.” The inheritance system in Da Qian is different from other dynasties. 

As a direct descendant of the Zhou family, you can compete for the position of Human King.” 

 

“Furthermore, the position of Human King is not only about power, but also about fighting for a spot.” 

 

“A quota? What quota?” Yang Chen asked. 

 

“The position of Human King is like a seed to the Zhou clan,” explained Wang Shuo.” 

 

“If one can become a Human King, they can be temporarily nurtured by the Zhou Consortium as a 

stepping stone. They can enjoy a large amount of resources from the Zhou Consortium.” 

 

“Temporarily?” Yang Chen looked at Wang Shuo in confusion. So what if it was a seed? 

 

Every family had plans to nurture their geniuses as seeds of a certain realm, but no one had heard of it 

before. 



 

“Yes, temporarily. The Zhou Consortium had a rule that after becoming a Human King, the Zhou 

Consortium would give you 300 years. 

 

Within 300 years, if you can meet the requirements of the Zhou Consortium, then the Zhou Consortium 

will do their best to nurture you.” 

 

“If you can’t meet the requirements of the Zhou clan, then I’m sorry, but you’ll have to step down from 

your position as the Human King, and the Zhou clan’s descendants will start a new competition for the 

seeds to ascend the stage.”Wang Shuo explained. 

 

Yang Chen understood, he finally understood the Zhou Consortium’s seed competition. 

 

To put it bluntly, this kind of competition meant that there were not many resources. They could only 

choose one more and see if they could choose a genius. 

 

This way, he could save a lot of resources. 

 

Moreover, after 300 years of nurturing, even if the geniuses nurtured could not reach the stage, they 

would still become the top experts of the Zhou clan after 300 years of nurturing.. 
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After all, this was a genius who had been chosen over the past three hundred years. With his talent, it 

was not a problem for him to reach the Zifu level. 

 

Due to the restriction of Spirit Crystals, the various Dynasties could only maintain one or two experts on 

stage. The Zhou clan was able to pull apart a certain gap between the other Dynasties and the Zifu 

Disciples. 



 

Of course, there was also a problem. It was possible to miss out on a genius who had accumulated a lot 

of talent, resulting in a gap in the stage. 

 

After listening to Wang Shuo’s explanation, Yang Chen guessed,””Sect Master Wang, did you come to 

my Chen Family because someone wanted to rope you in?” 

 

“That’s right.” Wang Shuo nodded.” Because I’m the new sect master. 1 didn’t join any of the royal 

disciples.” 

 

“In addition, my Beast Tamer Sect is a seventh-grade force after all. We will definitely be roped in by the 

Zhou family’s legitimate son.” 

 

“In the past few months, many sons of the royal family have come to visit me, wanting to rope me in. 

Although I didn’t want to get involved, 1 kept rejecting them.” 

 

“However, a month ago, the time for His Majesty to step down was confirmed. 1 could no longer 

refuse.” 

 

“And half a month ago, Prince De’s great-grandson, Zhou Ying Lan, paid me a visit. 

 

Although her words were polite, 1 could feel that Zhou Yinglan was already tired of forcing me to make a 

choice.” 

 

“That’s why I came to ask Brother Chen what 1 should do.” 

 

After listening to Wang Shuo’s explanation, Yang Chen frowned. This was tricky. 

 

Whether it was the vast sea of history books in his previous life or the lessons of this world, they all 

spoke of the dangers of participating in the battle for the crown prince. 

 



After thinking for a moment, Chen Yang looked at Wang Shuo.” Sect Leader Wang, among the Zhou 

family’s direct descendants who are looking for you, who is more powerful?”” 

 

“Stronger?” Wang Shuo thought about it carefully and said,””There are a few who have power. They are 

Prince De’s great-grandson Zhou Ying Lan and His Majesty’s eldest grandson Zhou Ying Miao.” 

 

” There is also the thirteenth grandson of Wang Shangshang, Zhou Yingyi; the eldest grandson of Prince 

De Li, Zhou Yingyan; and finally, the third grandson of Prince De ‘an, Zhou Yinghuo.” 

 

“Among them, Zhou Yingmiao from the main hall is the strongest, but the others are not weak either.” 

 

“Comparatively speaking, the weakest is still Thirteenth Prince Zhou Yingyi. However, Zhou Yingyi has an 

advantage that none of them have, that is, his aptitude is Fifth Grade.” 

 

“If Zhou Yingyi is chosen as the seed, then the royal family of Da Qian will not need to specially purchase 

grade five aptitude pills.” 

 

“You have to know that only the Li family has grade-5 aptitude pills in the Endless Mountain Range. If 

you want to buy grade-5 aptitude pills, how can the resources consumed be solved with just one or two 

million spirit stones?” 

 

“The remaining spirit stones can be used to nurture Zhou Yingyi and make him a true seed.” 

 

Listening to Wang Shuo’s words, Chen Yang had a rough idea of the situation. 

 

However, Yang Chen was still a little confused. He immediately continued to ask,”Sect Master Wang, do 

you know who among these heirs is liked by the royal family’s ancestor?” 

 

“The royal family’s ancestor likes it?” Wang Shuo frowned, then shook his head.” I’ve never heard of it. 

The royal family’s ancestor thinks highly of that descendant.” 

 



Hearing this, Yang Chen was even more confused. The position of the Crown Prince was equivalent to 

the seed of the Zhou Consortium. 

 

In such an important position, how could the royal family’s ancestor not have someone he valued? 

 

There were only two possibilities for this situation. One was that the royal family’s ancestor had already 

given up on this batch of people, and the other was that the royal family’s ancestor had already chosen 

someone in his heart, so he did not specially inspect and value them. 

 

Based on the current situation, it was impossible for one to succeed. After all, each of these candidates 

was more outstanding than the other. 

 

Especially when a rank 5 talent talent evildoer appeared, how could the royal family ancestor give up 

this batch of people. 

 

Then there was only two options left. The royal family’s ancestor probably had his own choice. 

 

Yang Chen immediately told Wang Shuo his guess. 

 

When Wang Shuo heard this, his expression turned ugly.” This is difficult. It’s fine if you choose someone 

that the royal family’s ancestor thinks highly of. If you don’t, aren’t you courting death?” 

 

“You have to know that once the royal family’s ancestor voiced his support, the outcome was basically 

set in stone..” 
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“Sect Master Wang, I have an idea.”After a moment of silence, Yang Chen smiled at Wang Shuo.” From 

what 1 know, your son’s 22nd birthday is in a month.” 

 



“Look, it’s such an important day. Why don’t we celebrate?” 

 

“Celebrate? Why would he celebrate his birthday?”Wang Shuo was about to refuse, but when he saw 

the smile on Chen Yang’s face, he suddenly understood.” Brother Chen, you mean to use this 

opportunity to test them?” 

 

“That’s right, since they all want to rope you in. It’s your son’s birthday. If you send someone to invite 

them, how could they not come?” 

 

“Besides, they should be able to guess that you’re making your final considerations. They definitely 

won’t reject your invitation.” 

 

“At the banquet, after you beat around the bush, won’t you be able to see who the royal family’s 

ancestor values?”Yang Chen smiled. 

 

“Wonderful.” Wang Shuo clapped his hands excitedly, then looked at Brother Chen,”When the time 

comes, 1 would like to ask Brother Chen to go over and help me advise.”” 

 

“I want to go too?” Yang Chen asked. 

 

“Of course,” Wang Shuo replied without hesitation,” In terms of intelligence, even if there were ten of 

me, I wouldn’t be able to compare to Brother Chen. I’ll only be at ease if Brother Chen personally goes 

over to give me advice.”” 

 

“After all, this is not a small matter. It concerns the future of our Beast Tamer Sect.” 

 

Hearing this, Yang Chen smiled and nodded,” Alright, since that’s the case, I’ll help Sect Master Wang.”” 

 

Hearing this, Wang Shuo heaved a sigh of relief. He stood up and said,””Brother Chen, please forgive me 

for disturbing you for so long. 1’11 take my leave first.” 

 

“Have Have a safe journey, Sect Master Wang!” 



 

Looking at Wang Shuo’s back, Yang Chen smiled and picked up his teacup.” Pierce the guard.”” 

 

As soon as Chen Yang finished speaking, Chen Ying’s figure quietly appeared beside Chen Yang.” Master, 

what can I do for you?”” 

 

“Within half a year, I hope that I can have the information of these heirs on my table. Can you do 

that?”Yang Chen held his cup of tea without even lifting his eyelids. 

 

Hearing this, Chen Ying pondered for a moment before continuing to ask,””What kind of information do 

you want?” 

 

“Some secret information about the forces under their control is fine. Of course, it would be good if we 

could collect the greatest secrets of these heirs.”Chen Yang said. 

 

“If that’s all, then there’s no problem.” Chen Ying smiled.” 

 

“Okay, go ahead.” 

 

“This subordinate will take his leave.” 

 

After Chen Ying left, Chen Yang put down his teacup, stretched, and walked out of the reception hall. 

 

The next morning. 

 

Chen Yang had just arrived at the meeting hall. Before he could deal with anything, he saw Chen Xuan 

walk in. 

 

“Patriarch, someone requests an audience.” 

 



“Who is it?” Yang Chen asked. 

 

“That person claimed to be your friend, Patriarch. His name is Zhou Yinglan.”Chen Xuan looked at Chen 

Yang.” Master, who is this Zhou Yingian?”” “Zhou Yingian?” 

 

“This person is the great-grandson of Prince De, and also a candidate for the crown prince.” Yang Chen 

smiled.” 

 

“Prince De’s great-grandson?” Chen Xuan took a deep breath.” Why would such a person come to our 

Chen family?” 

 

“Why are you here?” Yang Chen looked out of the meeting hall.” Naturally, he’s here to rope me in for 

the fight for the crown prince.” 

 

“Let’s go and see what conditions this Zhou Yingian will offer. Great Elder, lead him to the reception hall. 

1’11 wait for you there.”” 

 

In the guest hall, when he saw Zhou Yingian follow Chen Xuan to the guest hall, Chen Yang stood up and 

smiled.”Brother Ying Lan’s presence truly brings light to my humble abode.” 

 

“Haha, I came here at the last minute. I hope Brother Chen doesn’t blame me.”Zhou Yingian cupped her 

hands and smiled. 

 

“Come, Brother Ying Lan, please sit.” 

 

After Zhou Ying Lan sat down, Chen Yang signaled for the servants to leave. Soon, only Chen Yang and 

Zhou Ying Lan were left in the reception hall. 

 

Seeing this, Chen Yang asked,”May 1 know what instructions Brother Ying Lan has for coming to my 

Chen family?”” 

 



“I don’t dare to instruct you.” Zhou Yingian smiled and waved her hand. She immediately 

continued,”However, I did come to the Chen family to ask Brother Chen for help.” 

 

“Is there anything you can help me with?” Chen Yang smiled.” Brother Ying Lan, don’t joke around. My 

Chen Family is only at Rank-8. What can 1 do to help Brother Ying Lan?”” 

 

“Naturally.” Zhou Ying Lan looked into Yang Chen’s eyes and said slowly,”Brother Chen, do you know 

about the Crown Prince’s fight?” 

 

The Crown Prince’s battle? “What is the battle for the crown prince?” Yang Chen pretended to be 

confused.” 

 

Seeing that Chen Yang’s expression did not seem to be fake, Zhou Ying Lan explained to Chen Yang 

about the Zhou family’s unique battle for the crown prince. 

 

” Brother Chen, I would like to invite you to join my camp and help me become the Crown Prince.”” 

 

“As long as I can become a Human King, I guarantee that the Chen family will become a seventh-rank 

family.” 

 

“Seventh rank aristocratic family?” Yang Chen’s eyes were filled with interest, but he shook his head 

with difficulty.” I think not.”” 

 

“Why?” Zhou Yingian asked with a smile. I saw that Brother Chen was already moved, so why did you 

reject me?” 

 

When Chen Yang heard this, a conflicted expression appeared on his face.” Brother Ying Lan, my Chen 

Family is only a Rank-8. If we participate in this fight, I’m afraid we’ll be crushed to pieces.” 

 

” Hahaha, Brother Chen, don’t worry. I won’t let the Chen family be in danger.” Zhou Ying Lan laughed.” 

 



“To be precise, the Chen family won’t stand out either. They’ll continue to develop steadily in Jiang 

Prefecture like before.” 

 

“I only need Brother Chen to do one thing for me. After I become the Queen, I will naturally repay the 

Chen family.” 

 

“What happened?” Chen Yang looked at Zhou Ying Lan.” What is it?” 

 

Zhou Yingian saw this and picked up the teacup on the tea table.” Brother Chen, there’s no need to play 

dumb at this time.”” 

 

When Chen Yang saw this, he shook his head with a smile,” I can’t hide anything from Brother Ying Lan. I 

guess you want me to convince my master to support you.”” 

 

“That’s right.” Zhou Yingian placed the teacup on the table. 

 

Seeing this, Yang Chen took a deep breath and said slowly,””Brother Ying Lan, can you give me some 

time to consider?” 

 

“Of course. I have plenty of time. Give me an answer within half a year.”Zhou Yingian laughed. 

 

Yang Chen nodded,” Alright, I’ll definitely give Brother Ying Lan an answer in a month.”” 

 

Seeing this, Zhou Yingian stood up and said,”In that case, I’ll take my leave.”” 

 

“Take care.” 

 

After Zhou Yingian left, a smile appeared on Chen Yang’s face. That depends on whether my master is 

willing or not.” 

 



“But from his confident tone, it seems like he has received some sort of support. Otherwise, it was 

impossible for him to become a Human King just because he received his master’s support.” 

 

“Because the decision was made by the royal family’s ancestor. What kind of support could make Zhou 

Yingian so confident?” 

 

Chen Yang pondered carefully and then hammered his palm.” Could it be that he has the support of the 

royal family’s ancestor? It seemed that he had to ask his master.” 

 

Then, Yang Chen put down the teacup in his hand and turned to leave. 

 

However, he did not return to the meeting hall. Instead, he headed straight for Yi City.. 
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Great Qian Jiang Province, Yi City, Deshun Prince’s Mansion, in the guest hall. 

 

“Sit.” 

 

After instructing a servant to serve Chen Yang a cup of hot tea, the Deshun Commandery Prince smiled 

and said,””Yang ‘er, why have you come to find me?” 

 

Yang Chen put down his teacup and said,””Master, Prince De’s grandson came to me and asked me to 

help him win over master.” 

 

“Zhou Yinglan, that brat?” Deshun Commandery Prince’s eyes flashed with a trace of disdain, and then 

he laughed,””Then what did he offer?” 

 

“Let our Chen Family become a seventh-rank family.”Yang Chen said. 



 

Upon hearing this, the Deshun Commandery Prince smiled and shook his head.” This guy is really petty. 

Anyone with discerning eyes can see that your Chen family will definitely become a Rank-7. It’s just a 

matter of time.” 

 

“But this kid is using the future of your Chen family to reward your Chen family.” 

 

Chen Yang could tell from the words of the Deshun Commandery Prince that he did not like Zhou Ying 

Lan. He immediately said,”Master, do you mean that I should reject him?” 

 

“No, why should 1 refuse?”the Deshun Commandery Prince suddenly said. 

 

“Accept him?” 

 

Yang Chen thought for a moment and asked,””Master, did you hear some news? For example, the 

person that the royal family’s ancestor values is this Zhou Yinglan.” 

 

The Deshun Prince looked at Chen Yang in surprise.” How did you know?”” 

 

“I guessed it. From Zhou Ying Lan’s words, I could hear that he had great confidence. It seemed like the 

Human King was already in his pocket.” 

 

“I reckon that only the support of the royal family’s forefather can give Zhou Yinglan such 

confidence.”Yang Chen said. 

 

“You guessed right.” The Deshun Commandery Prince took over the topic.” I’ve also received this news. 

Although the Patriarch did not explicitly express his support for anyone, he has secretly chosen Zhou 

Yinglan.” 

 

“Zhou Yinglan must be his descendant, so in terms of relationship, she should be closer to him than 

others.” 

 



Hearing the words of Deshun Commandery Prince, Chen Yang slowly said,””Doesn’t that mean that the 

position of the Human King is his?” 

 

“You can say that. As long as the royal family doesn’t oppose him, with the support of the ancestor, the 

next king is basically his.”Deshun Commandery Prince said. 

 

“I understand.” Chen Yang nodded, then looked at Deshun Commandery Prince.” Then what do you say, 

Master? Will you agree to support Zhou Yinglan?”” 

 

“Agree, of course I have to agree.” “He has already obtained the support of the old ancestor, so why 

should 1 go against the heavens?” the Commandery Prince of Deshun said with a smile.” 

 

Hearing the words of Deshun Commandery Prince, Chen Yang keenly sensed that something was wrong. 

From the meaning of his master’s words, he seemed to have some complaints about the royal family’s 

ancestor. 

 

“Master, forgive me for being blunt, but do you have some complaints about the ancestor?” Yang Chen 

asked immediately.” 

 

Sniper King De Shun didn’t object or agree. He just sipped his tea. 

 

Seeing this, Yang Chen didn’t panic and just waited quietly. Seeing that the teacup was empty, Chen 

Yang picked up the teapot and poured a cup of tea for Deshun Prince. 

 

After the second cup of hot tea was finished, the Deshun Commandery Prince said,””Disciple, do you still 

remember the demon wave from decades ago?” 

 

“I remember. Back then, the Chen family and Chen Cheng suffered heavy losses, which led to the 

famine.”Yang Chen said. 

 

“Then do you know the reason for the outbreak of the demon horde?”The Deshun Commandery Prince 

laughed. 

 



Hearing this, Chen Yang shook his head.” 1 don’t know. It’s said that he’s the son of the Red Refined 

Monster King and was captured by our Da Qian martial artists.” 

 

“The Red-refined Demon King is right. His son was indeed captured by our Great Qian Dynasty warriors, 

and that person was none other than Zhou Yinglan.” 

 

“As for the person who instructed Zhou Yinglan to capture the Scarlet Refined Demon Monarch’s son, it 

was my royal family’s ancestor.”Deshun Commandery Prince said. 

 

“What?” Yang Chen frowned.” Don’t they know that this will trigger a demon wave?” 

 

“Of course they know. And before the demon horde erupts, they only need to return Demon King 

Scarlet Refined’s son to stop the demon horde, but they still didn’t do it.’The Deshun Commandery 

Prince sneered. 

 

Hearing this, Chen Yang looked at Deshun Commandery Prince in confusion.” Master, do you know the 

reason for their actions?” 

 

With the outbreak of the demon tide, how could the loss of Great Qian be compensated by a demon 

king cub? If there was no other reason, Chen Yang did not believe that the royal family’s ancestor would 

be so stupid. 

 

“I couldn’t figure it out at first, but after more information came, I found out the reason.” 

 

“This was the forefather’s plan from the beginning to the end. It was all for the Feiyi bloodline.” 

 

“Feiyi Bloodline?” 

 

Yang Chen was naturally very familiar with the Feiyi. It was a famous beast of antiquity in this world. 

Even a trace of the Feiyi’s bloodline could help a demonic beast break through to the Daemon King 

realm. 

 



The stronger the Feiyi bloodline, the higher the potential of the demonic beast. 

 

“That’s right, it’s the Feiyi bloodline. 

 

The ancestor had gotten the news from somewhere that the descendants of the Red Refined Python 

and the Spirit Eye Python would have a large increase in the Feiyi bloodline when they broke through to 

the Demon Emperor realm. 

 

At that time, the possibility of breaking through to the Demon Emperor realm would also greatly 

increase. For the sake of this subdued beast above the demon emperor level, the ancestor had made 

such a decision.”Deshun Commandery Prince said. 

 

Hearing this, Yang Chen continued to ask,”But this Red Refined Python is not even a Demon Emperor.”” 

 

“Of course, the Red Refined Python can’t reach the level of Demon Sovereign, but with the Heavenly 

Poison Fire Gold, it’s different. In the ancient records of our Zhou Clan, it is recorded that the Heavenly 

Poison Fire Gold can help the Red Refined Python to become a Sovereign.’The Deshun Commandery 

Prince explained. 

 

Chen Yang took a deep breath as he listened to the explanation of the Deshun Commandery Prince. 

 

He understood now. This was all a trap. The goal was for the descendants of Demon Monarch 

Redrefinement. 

 

As for the price, it was the lives of all the people and aristocratic families in Jiang Prefecture. 

 

Thinking of this, Yang Chen couldn’t help but laugh. The Chen family and the people of Jiang Zhou were 

really lucky to be alive until now. 

 

“Master, I finally understand what you’re thinking. If we let such a person ascend to the Human King 

Realm, he will still abandon us without hesitation if there is such a chance in the future.”Yang Chen 

sneered. 

 



After laughing, Chen Yang looked at Deshun Commandery Prince.” Master, what do you plan to do?” 

 

“What can I do? I can only go with the flow and leave it to fate.”The Deshun Commandery Prince said 

dejectedly. 

 

Chen Yang looked at Deshun Commandery Prince in surprise.” Master, this isn’t like you.”” 

 

“Doesn’t he look like me?” The Deshun Commandery Prince smiled and looked up at the roof beam.” 

That’s right. This isn’t like me.” 

 

After looking up for a moment, the Deshun Commandery Prince lowered his head and looked at Chen 

Yang.” Yang ‘er, what do you think of Ying Zhao?” “Little Prince?” “The young prince has an outstanding 

character and talent,” Yang Chen said without hesitation.” 

 

“Then do you think he can be the Human King?”The Duke of De Shun asked again. 

 

Chen Yang looked at Deshun Commandery Prince in confusion.” Master, you mean…According to his 

character and talent, Ying Zhao could become the Human King.. However, wouldn’t the resistance be 

too great?” 
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“Resistance? What kind of resistance are you referring to?” The Duke of De Shun asked. 

 

“There are many. The main obstacle is the royal family’s ancestor. Master, think about it. Since the 

ancestor of the royal family has chosen Zhou Yinglan, we must do our best to help him ascend to the 

throne.” 

 

“So the problem comes, the royal family’s ancestors don’t appear, the situation comes, whose opinion is 

more valued by everyone?””Chen Yang looked at Deshun Commandery Prince. 



 

Hearing this, the Deshun Commandery Prince stroked his newly grown beard.” Of course it’s me.” 

 

“That’s right. Master, as the number one person in the Zifu Disciple of the Great Gan, even the royal 

family’s ancestor has to consider your opinion.” 

 

“It’s good that Zhou Ying Lan can get your support, but if she can’t, you have to be neutral.” 

 

“And now, once the young prince is ready to compete for the position of Human King, it means that you 

will definitely support your grandson.” 

 

“As I said just now, even the ancestor has to be wary of your opinion, let alone others.” 

 

“Therefore, the royal family’s ancestor would never allow the young prince to compete with Zhou 

Yinglan for the Human King position.”Yang Chen explained. 

 

“Your analysis is not bad.” The Deshun Commandery Prince nodded.” A few months ago, 1 met the old 

ancestor.” 

 

“On the surface, it looks like the ancestor misses me, his descendant, and wants me to accompany him. 

However, in reality, the ancestor is still beating around the bush to see if I want Ying Zhao to compete 

for the position of Human King.” 

 

“Other than the patriarch’s resistance, are there any other aspects of resistance?” 

 

“Of course there is.” Yang Chen continued,”Among the remaining obstacles, the biggest one is the 

Human King.”” 

 

“If there’s anyone who knows that the royal family’s ancestor is supporting Zhou Yinglan, then it’s the 

king.” 

 



“Now that the ancestor’s support is clear, if the king still wants his descendants to inherit the throne, 

you are the target he must fight for.” 

 

“Because only then will he have a chance of winning. If you don’t support it, then you can almost declare 

Zhou Yinglan’s victory.” 

 

“You guessed right.” The Deshun Commandery Prince looked at Chen Yang with great satisfaction.” In 

the past few months, His Majesty has frequently summoned me to the palace. The things we talked 

about were also about our previous competition for the throne.” 

 

“His goal should be to move me so that I can continue to contribute and support his grandson to inherit 

this position.” 

 

“Since master knew that there were these obstacles, why did he let Ying Zhao compete for the position 

of the Human King?”Yang Chen asked. 

 

Upon hearing this, the Duke of Deshun took a deep breath, then stood up and slowly walked out of the 

meeting hall. 

 

Yang Chen saw this and followed him. 

 

After they left the hall, the Deshun Commandery Prince’s gaze was fixed on the northeast.” Disciple, do 

you know who your master’s wife is?” 

 

Hearing this, Chen Yang knew that Deshun Commandery Prince was going to tell him a secret. He 

immediately said,””I don’t know. You didn’t mention it, so I didn’t ask.” 

 

“Alright, I’ll tell you today. Your master’s wife is the Li family’s Di daughter.”Deshun Commandery Prince 

said. 

 

“Di daughter?” 

 



Chen Yang looked at Deshun Commandery Prince in surprise. If the wife of Deshun Commandery Prince 

was the daughter of the Li Family, then Deshun Commandery Prince should have married into the Li 

Family. Why was he still in Da Qian? 

 

As if he knew what Chen Yang was thinking, the Deshun Commandery Prince smiled and said,”” Is it an 

accident? Why didn’t I marry into the Li family?” 

 

“That’s right. The Li family’s direct daughter never marries outside and can only marry into the family. 

Why did Master stay in Da Qian?”Yang Chen asked. 

 

“That’s because even if 1 marry into the Li family, the Li family won’t accept me.’The Deshun 

Commandery Prince took a deep breath and said slowly. 

 

Yang Chen was even more surprised. 

 

It was true that the Li family was a fifth-grade force, but if the number one person in the Purple Mansion 

of the Great Qian Dynasty, Deshun Commandery Prince, wanted to marry into the Li family, how could 

the Li family refuse? 

 

Not to mention the Li family, even the Shen family would not reject the marriage of Deshun 

Commandery Prince. 

 

Could it be that Master had offended the Li family in some way, causing the Li family to ostracize 

Master? 

 

“Master, did you offend the Li family in some way that led to this situation?” Yang Chen asked 

immediately.” 

 

“You can say that.” The Deshun Commandery Prince nodded.” Your master’s wife, who is also my wife, 

was originally a candidate for a marriage alliance between the Li family and a dynasty outside the 

Endless Mountains.” 

 



“However, what the Li family doesn’t know is that before the engagement was made, your master’s wife 

had already privately agreed to marry me. Because of this, she angered that dynasty.” 

 

“The Li family knows, but you can’t blame your master’s wife for this. After all, your master’s wife didn’t 

privately decide to marry me after the engagement was set.” 

 

“If you want to blame someone, you can only blame the person in charge of the marriage alliance. After 

all, he didn’t make a clear adjustment and didn’t even ask.” 

 

“Of course, the person in charge of the marriage is the main person in charge, so he naturally bears the 

anger of the Li family’s leader. 

 

“However, as an outsider, I was still affected by the Li family’s anger.” 

 

“According to the rules of the Li family, only I can break through the stage. Only then can I enter the Li 

family and reunite with my wife.”” 

 

“Of course, I don’t have to marry into the Li family. As long as your master’s wife’s cultivation has 

reached the stage, I don’t have to marry into the Li family.” 

 

“However, we must follow the orders of the Li family.” 

 

Speaking up to this point, the Deshun Commandery Prince lowered his head somewhat desolately.” It’s 

also fortunate that my wife’s talent is not bad. Otherwise, I’m afraid she would be grounded from the Li 

family for life.” 

 

“Now, she just can’t come out to see me. It’s not a problem for her to see her son and grandson..” 
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Yang Chen thought for a moment and asked,””So Master wants Ying Zhao to compete for the Human 

King position because of Master’s wife?” 

 

“That’s right.” The Deshun Commandery Prince nodded.” Yang ‘er, do you know what grade your 

master’s aptitude is?” 

 

“I don’t know.” Yang Chen shook his head. 

 

Upon hearing this, the Duke of Deshun took out a aptitude testing stone from his storage bag and 

injected spiritual energy into it. 

 

Immediately, the green light of the aptitude test shone brightly. 

 

Yang Chen saw this and blurted out,” Fifth Grade aptitude. The green glow is gradually turning blue. 

Master, your aptitude is probably at the top among the Fifth Grade.”” 

 

“You’re right.” 

 

Deshun Commandery Prince put away the aptitude testing stone and continued,””With my talent, even 

if the royal family groomed me a little, I could become a mighty figure.” 

 

“I’ve also paid my respects to the members of the royal family. Including the ancestor, 80% of the 

clansmen hope that I can break through and ascend the stage.” 

 

“But because of the lack of resources, my cultivation level has stagnated at the peak Zifu level. Do you 

know why?” 

 

“Could it be because of the Li family?”Yang Chen guessed. 

 

“Come in with me first.” The Deshun Commandery Prince did not rush to reply. Instead, he brought 

Chen Yang back to the meeting hall. 

 



After the two of them sat down, the Deshun Commandery Prince continued,””The person in charge of 

the Li family’s marriage alliance with Dynasty back then had quite a bit of influence in the Li family.” 

 

“Because of the failure of the marriage alliance, this branch was severely punished by the Li family and 

suffered heavy losses. Naturally, it accumulated a lot of resentment.” 

 

“Since you can’t target your master’s mother, you can only target me. Because of this, the royal family 

provides me with very little resources every year, and my cultivation has stagnated because of this.” 

 

“If it wasn’t for your master’s wife, I’m afraid my life would have been taken away by them.” 

 

Yang Chen finally understood why his master’s cultivation had stagnated. 

 

After all, the other party had suffered a great loss and had to find someone to vent his anger on. As for 

the Deshun Commandery Prince, he had become the person to bear the anger. 

 

“Master, if the young prince ascends to the throne, will your current situation change?”Yang Chen asked 

again. 

 

When Deshun Commandery Prince heard this, he smiled and explained,””Of course there is. No matter 

what, my grandson Ying Zhao is a descendant of the Li family’s bloodline, and a direct descendant.” 

 

“If he ascends to the throne, Da Qian can be seen as a branch of the Li family. 

 

At the very least, during the three hundred years that my grandson is the Human King, Da Qian will be a 

branch of the Li Family.” 

 

“At that time, my wife can use this as an excuse to get the bloodline in charge of the marriage alliance to 

stop targeting me.” 

 

“If my cultivation base breaks through, I can reunite with my wife.” 

 



Seeing the confident look on Deshun Commandery Prince’s face, Chen Yang said worriedly,””Master, 

you want to reunite with Master’s wife. Unless Master’s wife breaks through and enters the stage, 

otherwise, you will have to marry into the Li family.” 

 

“Knowing that you’re going to marry into the Li family, would the royal family still be willing to provide 

you with cultivation resources?” 

 

To be fair, no family would be willing to let their own geniuses go to other families after they were 

nurtured. 

 

At that time, even if Zhou Yingzhao became the Human Ruler, the rest of the royal family would not be 

willing to provide resources to Deshun Commandery Prince. 

 

“Your worries are not without reason. It’s just that you’ve forgotten what I said just now. Ying Zhao is 

the queen, and Da Qian is a branch of the Li family.” 

 

“By then, staying in Da Qian would be no different from marrying into the Li Family.” 

 

“After 300 years, with my wife’s talent, there will definitely be no problem for her to break through and 

ascend the stage. At that time, I won’t have to marry into the Li family. “The Deshun Commandery 

Prince laughed. 

 

Hearing this, Yang Chen was silent for a moment before saying,””Master, have you been planning this 

for a long time?” 

 

“That’s right.” 

 

The Deshun Commandery Prince admitted openly,”I’ve indeed been planning this for a long time, and 

I’m not doing this just for myself.” 

 

“In the 300 years that my grandson is the Human King, if we use Spiritual Crystals, we don’t have to pay 

Spiritual Stones to the Li Family anymore.” 

 



“I wonder how many powerful cultivators our Zhou clan will be able to nurture with the Spiritual Stones 

we save.” 

 

“When Great Gan recovers and has the same strength as Great Kun, we can annex Great Kun.” 

 

“After annexing Great Kun, Great Qian’s strength will definitely increase. With my wife and I, Great Qian 

might become the strongest empire.” 

 

“At that time, Da Qian’s status will be different.” 

 

Chen Yang understood that once the Great Qian Dynasty grew to what the Deshun Commandery Prince 

had said, the Li Family would definitely value the Great Qian Dynasty. 

 

Although the Li family was indeed restricting the Rank-6 forces in the Endless Mountains, the Li family 

mostly roped in such forces that had already become influential and made them a true vassal force. 

 

As long as the Li family didn’t give birth to any powerful cultivators, the Li family would give them 

preferential treatment and help them nurture powerful cultivators. 

 

Of course, the Li family was not nurtured for nothing. As a true vassal family, the Li family had an edict, 

so they naturally had to cooperate fully. 

 

The gains and losses could only be decided by himself. 

 

From Yang Chen’s point of view, his master and the royal family’s ancestor wanted to make the Zhou 

family stronger. 

 

However, the two of them walked different paths. The royal family’s ancestor wanted to fight the Li 

family as equals, while the Deshun Prince wanted to become the Li family’s confidant. 

 

On the surface, the old ancestor of the Royal Family had a better idea than the Duke of Deshun, and he 

had more dignity. 



 

But in reality, the royal family’s plan was like walking on a tightrope. If they were not careful, they would 

be destroyed.. 
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In comparison, the plan of the Deshun Commandery Prince was much safer. 

 

Moreover, the royal family’s ancestor’s plan was a little cruel. For the sake of the Zhou Consortium’s 

strength, he disregarded the lives of the people of Da Qian. 

 

With Deshun Commandery Prince’s plan, at the very least, the commoners and aristocratic families in 

the Great Qian Dynasty would live a good life. 

 

The Zhou clansmen’s lives were better than what the royal family’s ancestor had planned, and their lives 

were not in danger. 

 

The only loss was his reputation. 

 

After all, one was a nominal vassal, and the other was a true vassal. Their reputation would naturally be 

damaged. 

 

However, in Yang Chen’s opinion, compared to the stable development of the family, a mere reputation 

was nothing. 

 

The strength of the clan was the true strength. 

 

No matter how good your reputation was, if your family was weak, you would still be looked down upon 

by others. 



 

As for the Li family’s conscription, Yang Chen didn’t see any difference. For example, the Zhou 

Consortium was not a true vassal of the Li family, but once the Li family wanted to recruit them, could 

the Zhou Consortium refuse? 

 

For example, during the war between Great Qian and Great Kun, no faction would reject the royal 

family’s orders. 

 

If you dare to refuse, you will be the first to be destroyed. 

 

By the same logic, if the Li family wanted to recruit them, regardless of whether the Zhou Consortium 

was a vassal of the Li family, they still couldn’t refuse. 

 

As for whether or not they would submit to the Li family, that would depend on whether the Zhou clan 

could appear and become an expert who could ascend the stage. 

 

At that time, if the Zhou Consortium had second thoughts and planned to fight against the Li family, the 

danger they would face would be no different from now. 

 

After all, the Li family didn’t care if you were his vassal or not. They treated you equally. 

 

With the same level of danger, why not choose this path that could make the Zhou Consortium stronger 

first? 

 

Moreover, if the Zhou Consortium became stronger, they would be able to preserve more of their 

bloodline when faced with the Li Clan’s encirclement. 

 

Back to the main topic. 

 

Since the Deshun Commandery Prince already had a plan, he naturally had his own ideas on how to let 

Zhou Yingzhao compete for the position of the Human King. 

 



“Master, do you have any plans for the young prince to compete for the throne?” Yang Chen asked.” 

 

The plan was to win the support of the ancestor. If the ancestor supported Ying Zhao, there was no need 

for other plans.”Deshun Commandery Prince said. 

 

“Is it possible for the royal family’s ancestor to support the young prince?”Yang Chen couldn’t believe it. 

 

Since the royal family’s ancestor had his own plans, how could he possibly support Zhou Yingzhao? It 

was already good enough that he didn’t stop him. 

 

“Everything depends on one’s efforts.” “The original intention is to make the Zhou clan stronger, so we 

can discuss it,” said the Deshun Commandery Prince with a smile.” 

 

“After Ying Zhao ascends to the throne, the benefits are all here. At that time, even if the ancestor still 

wants to carry out his plan, won’t he be able to use more resources?” 

 

“That’s true.” Chen Yang smiled and nodded.” Since the royal family’s ancestor is willing to give up Jiang 

Prefecture for the sake of the Zhou Consortium’s strength.” 

 

“Now, for the sake of the Zhou Consortium’s strength, giving up Zhou Ying Lan is no big deal.” 

 

When Deshun Commandery Prince heard this, he glanced at Chen Yang.” You can only say this here. 

Don’t say it outside.”” 

 

“You will definitely be dealt with if you slander our royal family’s Ancestors like this.” 

 

“Alright, you’ve been here for so long. It’s time for you to go back. If Zhou Yinglan comes looking for you, 

promise him.” 

 

“Anyway, before I convince the ancestor, let’s support Zhou Ying Lan on the surface.” 

 



“Understood.” Yang Chen nodded and left. 

 

Chen Yang, who had returned to the Chen family, threw these troublesome matters to the back of his 

mind. The Zhou Consortium’s situation had little to do with the Chen family. 

 

If Chen Yang was able to deal with a crisis, it would be enough for the Radshun Commandery Prince. As 

for the others, their lives had nothing to do with the Chen Family. 

 

Just like that, Yang Chen continued to stay in the Chen family for a month before heading to the Beast 

Tamer Sect. 

 

Although the battle for the crown prince had nothing to do with the Chen family, Yang Chen was still 

very willing to take some benefits from it. 

 

In the Beast Tamer Sect. 

 

Seeing Chen Yang’s arrival, he smiled and said to Wang Shuo,”Brother Chen, you’re finally here. All those 

heirs are here.” 

 

“In that case, let’s start the banquet.” 

 

“That’s how it should be.” 

 

In a certain hall of the Beast Tamer Sect, Wang Shuo sat on the main seat and toasted to the heirs of the 

royal family.” Everyone, today is my son’s birthday. I don’t want to hold a big celebration, so I’m keeping 

a low profile.” 

 

“I hope everyone can forgive me for my lack of hospitality.” 

 

” What?” Zhou Ying laughed.” Sect Leader Wang, what are you talking about? 

 



It’s just a private banquet. How can I entertain you?”” 

 

“That’s right, that’s right. Sect Master Wang, there’s no need to be so polite.” 

 

“Yeah, we’re just attending a friend’s private banquet. It’s fine if we don’t have those external items.” 

 

The royal family’s disciples all expressed that Wang Shuo did not need to care about this. 

 

When Wang Shuo saw this, he happily chatted with everyone. 

 

After the banquet was over, the host and guests were all happy. 

 

After these people finished eating, they did not ask Wang Shuo for his choice. Instead, they all left the 

Beast Tamer Sect. 

 

They knew that Wang Shuo still had to make his final decision. They had to give him time to think. 

 

After these people left, Wang Shuo asked,””Brother Chen, how is it?” 

 

“Based on the information I currently have and the performance of these people at the banquet, I guess 

that the royal family’s ancestor should be supporting Zhou Ying Lan.”Yang Chen said. 

 

“Zhou Yinglan?” 

 

Wang Shuo took a deep breath and asked,””Then do we support Zhou Yinglan?” 

 

“I can support it, but I can’t fully support it.”Yang Chen smiled.. 
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Wang Shuo was speechless. 

 

“Brother Chen, what do you mean by this?”Wang Shuo looked at Yang Chen in confusion. If he 

supported it, then so be it. 

 

Seeing Wang Shuo’s expression, Yang Chen explained,””The current situation is still unclear. Who can be 

sure that the royal family’s ancestor has always supported Zhou Ying Lan?” 

 

“We can’t just sit back and watch. For now, we can only tell Zhou Yinglan that we support him.” 

 

“However, Jiang Prefecture has experienced several disasters and is currently in the stage of 

recuperation.” 

 

“We also ask him to consider our difficulties. When he really needs our help, he will let us take action.” 

 

“At the same time, we can also tell him that we can continue to watch from the sidelines as spies and let 

him block the external pressure for us.” 

 

“This way, we can slowly observe and make a judgment after the situation is clear.” 

 

Hearing Yang Chen’s words, Wang Shuo’s eyes lit up. After Yang Chen finished speaking, Wang Shuo 

laughed and said,””Wonderful, wonderful!” 

 

“Alright, we’ll do as Brother Chen says.” 

 

“Since that’s the case, then I’ll take my leave. Sect Master Wang, you must contact Zhou Ying Lan as 

soon as possible so that she can trust us completely.”Yang Chen smiled. 

 



“Yes, I understand.” 

 

After leaving the Beast Tamer Sect, Chen Yang returned to the Chen family and continued to develop the 

Chen family in an orderly manner. 

 

Although the battle for the crown prince was the biggest issue in Da Qian, it had nothing to do with the 

Chen Family. 

 

While Chen Yang was steadily developing the Chen Family, the Deshun Commandery Prince had also left 

Yi City, heading straight for the capital. 

 

In the capital, in the manor of the Zhou Clan’s ancestor. 

 

Looking at the Deshun Commandery Prince in front of him, the old ancestor smiled and said,””Li ‘er, you 

haven’t come to see me for a long time.” 

 

When Deshun Commandery Prince heard this, he said with an embarrassed expression,””The Jiang 

Prefecture is adjacent to the Endless Mountain Range. From time to time, there will be demon beasts 

invading. Coupled with the impact of the disasters over the years, it’s really difficult to escape.” 

 

“Well, whenever I have free time, 1 come to accompany the ancestor.” 

 

When the ancestor heard this, he smiled and nodded. Then, he said,”Li ‘er, why did you come to find the 

ancestor?” 

 

When the Deshun Commandery Prince heard this, a bitter smile appeared on his face.” 1 still can’t hide 

anything from you, Old Ancestor. I’m here to ask you something.” 

 

“What is it?” 

 

“May I ask, ancestor, do you support Zhou Ying Lan as the next king?”Deshun Commandery Prince said. 

 



When the ancestor heard this, the smile on his face disappeared and he 

 

said,”Alright, since you asked, I’ll tell you the truth.” 

 

“That’s right, 1 do intend to let Ying Lan be the next king. As for the reason, you should know.” 

 

“After all, your spies have been coming to the capital quite often recently.” 

 

Upon hearing this, the Deshun Commandery Prince hurriedly knelt on one knee.” I know my crime.”” 

 

“What crime do you know? I don’t blame you.”The old ancestor helped the Duke of De Shun up and 

smiled.”! can understand you. After all, it’s such a big matter. You have to figure it out no matter what.” 

 

“Since you already know, 1 am not satisfied with you. If my plan succeeds, then our Da Qian will have 

the strength to compete with the Li family.” 

 

“When the time comes, your wife will be able to come back to accompany you.” 

 

Seeing this, Deshun Commandery Prince said worriedly,””Ancestor, isn’t this too risky? You must know 

that if the Li family finds out, our Zhou family will be doomed.” 

 

The old ancestor smiled and patted the Deshun Commandery Prince’s shoulder.” Li ‘er, you have to 

know that everything you do is dangerous.” 

 

“If I don’t take a gamble, will our Zhou Consortium be suppressed by the Li family forever?” 

 

When Deshun Commandery Prince heard this, he thought for a moment and said,””Forefather, I have a 

plan.” 

 

“Oh, tell me.” The ancestor smiled. 



 

Immediately, the Deshun Commandery Prince told his plan to the Patriarch. After he finished, the 

Deshun Commandery Prince looked at the Patriarch.” Patriarch, what do you think?” 

 

The ancestor thought for a moment and said,” There’s nothing wrong with your idea. After all, after 

becoming a vassal of the Li family, our Zhou family will have a lot of resources to use.”” 

 

“At that time, we will have more resources to nurture this thing. How about this, you go back and take 

over the throne first while 1 think about it carefully.” 

 

“I’ll take my leave.” 

 

After the Deshun Commandery Prince left, a strange look flashed across the eyes of the royal family’s 

ancestor..” The Zhou Consortium? The Li family? Hahahaha…” 


